Brief Report: The Effectiveness of Mirror Therapy on Upper Limb Function in Stroke Patients: A Single Case Experimental Design
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Objectives: To assess the effectiveness of Mirror Therapy (MT) on Upper Limb (UL) function of sub-acute stroke patients.

Methods: This study is a single case experimental design with two participants. Twenty minutes of MT were implemented four times a week over a period of four weeks. For baseline phase, repeated measurements were performed six times for one participant and four times for the other participant using Fugl-Meyer Motor Function Assessment (FMA), and it was applied twice a week during the intervention phase. Brunnstrom Recovery Stages (BRS) and Barthel Index (BI) were applied once before the baseline phase, as well as prior and after the intervention phase.

Results: Based on Percentage of Non-overlapping Data (PND) for FMA subtests, MT had questionable effectiveness on UL for both participants, and MT was unreliable intervention on wrist function. For the hand, of the second participant, MT had questionable effectiveness, whereas for the first participant it was unreliable intervention. For coordination, MT was fairly effective for the first participant and had questionable effectiveness for the second participant. BRS-Arm scores indicated improvements for the second participant from 3 (out of 6) to 4. BRS-Hand scores indicated improvements for the first participant from 5 (out of 6) to 6. No changes were shown in BI.

Discussion: This study revealed that MT had positive effects on some sections of UL motor function and coordination, whereas no change in wrist motor function was observed. No functional improvements in BI and slight difference in BRS were noticed.
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**Highlights**

- Mirror therapy is an easy to apply and low cost of intervention method.
- Proximal section of the upper limb responded to four weeks of Mirror therapy better than distal section.
- Mirror therapy improved upper limb coordination.
- Mirror therapy was not influential on functional skills of participants within four weeks of intervention.

**Plain Language Summary**

Mirror therapy is an easy to applied intervention for people with stroke. Therapists can apply this intervention with low cost. Only a mirror with an experienced therapist is required to apply this therapy in a clinic and at home. Mirror therapy applied for two people with stroke for four weeks. The results of the study showed that the movements in elbow was improved, but not for the wrist and finger. Also it helped to improved upper limb coordination. However, participants’ daily activities were not improved. Further research is necessary to understand if this therapy can be more effective on daily activities if we increase the duration.

---

**1. Introduction**

Worldwide, stroke is a major contributor to chronic disabilities in adults causing Upper Limb (UL) dysfunctions that leading to functional deficits in activities of daily living [1]. Therefore, different rehabilitative interventions such as Mirror Therapy (MT) have been established to improve the functional performance of the UL [2].

MT can be implemented in three procedures, all of which involve a mirror in the midsagittal plane with the affected limb blocked by the mirror, and the patient facing the reflection of the non-affected limb movements [3]. MT is based on the concept of neuroplasticity of the brain. It is assumed that observing and executing an action might facilitate neural reorganization of the brain necessary for motor recovery [4, 5]. The effectiveness of MT on patients with stroke was studied widely and showed mixed results. In 2012, results of a systematic review of literature showed that MT had positive effects on the UL function of stroke patients, especially if conducted within six months after the onset of stroke. However, there is no strong conclusions on which sections (distal or proximal) of UL function, it has more effectiveness. Therefore, this study aimed to assess the effectiveness of 20-minute sessions of MT on UL function (considering two sections) for sub-acute stroke patients. The results of this study will provide further evidence and improve our understanding about the effectiveness of MT on UL function and differences on its various sections.

**2. Methods**

**Methodology**

This study is a multiple baseline single case experimental design [9]. This method produces relatively high level of evidence when available resources are low and access to patients are limited.

**Participants**

Two sub-acute stroke patients from the neuro-inpatient department in the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (PMR) hospital that is a referral center for rehabilitation in Kuwait were recruited. They were included in the study if the onset of hemiplegia was within 6 months, had a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of 24 or above, was between stages 3 and 4 of recovery.
for UL according to the Brunnstrom Recovery Stages (BRS), and had level 2 or lower in UL according to the Modified Ashworth Scale. Participants were excluded from the study if they had aphasia, and/ or accompanying disabling problems, such as vision or hearing impairments.

Measurement tools

Three measurement tools were utilized in this study. The first assessment was the Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment (FMA) for measuring motor recovery after stroke. It contains 33 items for UL motor function that are scored based on a 3-point ordinal scale (0=cannot perform, 1=can partially perform, 2=can perform fully), and then scores are totaled to provide a maximum score of 66 [10, 11]. FMA has an excellent construct validity, inter-rater reliability (r=0.97), and intra-rater reliability (r=0.99) [11].

The second assessment used was the BRS with high level of reliability (0.91-0.92) [12]. It is used to identify the stage of motor recovery in post-stroke patients based on the current level of spasticity and voluntary movement [13]. This test involves two items for UL (arm and hand), and is based on a 6-level Likert-type scale.

The third assessment was the Barthel Index (BI), which assesses the level of independency in activities of daily living and mobility. BI has high inter-rater reliability and responsiveness for stroke patients [14]. The BI yields five levels of function: 1. Very severe disability (BI=20); 2. Severe disability (BI=25-45); 3. Moderate disability (BI=50-70); 4. Mild disability (BI=75-95); 5. No disability (BI=100) [14].

Procedure

Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Boards of Kuwait University (Approval number: 1863). All participants were informed about the whole process, purpose of the study, and their right to withdraw from the study at any time. At first, a pilot study with one participant with stroke was conducted and he received two weeks of MT. This pilot aimed to identify the time required to conduct the assessments and to ensure the client’s safety and appropriate application of the intervention. Then, the main study was conducted with two participants that were randomly assigned into two different baseline periods in order to increase the internal validity [10].

The first participant was measured six times by FMA during three weeks of the baseline phase. This baseline was two weeks and four times of measurement for the second participant. In addition, at the beginning of the baseline phase for both participants, BI and BRS were administered once. After the baseline establishment, intervention started for four weeks, during this time FMA was applied twice a week and both BI and BRS were applied once at the beginning and once at the end of the intervention phase.

Intervention protocol

Twenty minutes of MT was implemented four times a week over a period of four weeks. The participants were positioned on a chair in front of a table, and the mirror was placed in the mid-sagittal plane, where the participant was only able to see the reflection of the unaffected arm. Then, participants were asked to mimic the movements of the unaffected arm with the affected arm if possible, or at least mentally imagining the movement. Every movement was executed in three sets; each set involved repeating the movement 20 times, and they had 30-second breaks after each set and between the tasks. Each week, a different set of exercises was performed started from proximal (pronation and supination) to distal [15].

Analysis

FMA scores were marked and recorded on a graph for visual analysis. Percentage of Non-overlapping Data (PND) was also calculated. PND is the percentage of data points during the intervention that are above the highest data point during the baseline. Results of the PND are interpreted as follows: the intervention is highly effective if PND exceeds (90%); PND between (70%) and (90%)indicates a fairly effective intervention; For the results between (50%) and (70%), the intervention has questionable effectiveness; and results lower than (50%) mean the intervention is unreliable [16].

3. Results

The first participant was a 53-year-old right-handed male, who had right Middle Cerebral Artery infarction four months prior to the study, resulting in left hemiplegia. He was admitted to hospital for rehabilitation six weeks prior to the study. The participant received physical therapy four times a week and occupational therapy twice a week. The participant missed two MT sessions in the third week of intervention and one assessment measure due to personal issues. He had experienced
Figure 1. Fugl-Meyer Motor assessment subtest results for participants 1 and 2.
left shoulder joint pain before admission to the study. Therefore, he received a subscapular nerve injection to minimize the pain. This was done in the third week and prior to the last three data points in the baseline phase. However, no change in UL function was recognized after the injection.

The second participant was a 21 year-old right-handed female, who had right-side hemorrhagic stroke due to arteriovenous malformation three months prior to the study, which resulted in left hemiplegia. She was admitted to the hospital two months prior to the study. She received four physical therapy sessions and four occupational therapy sessions per week. The participant missed two MT sessions and one assessment. Both participants received elbow and wrist supports in order to guide their movements only.

Figure 1 demonstrates the results of FMA for both participants during the two phases. The scores started to increase in the UL subtest for both participants between the 8th and 10th session. However, no progress was indicated in the wrist subtest. Increase in hand scores was limited in the last sessions for both participants. In regard to the coordination subtests, both participants showed positive change during the intervention.

Table 1 presents PND for FMA subtest scores for each participant. The results showed that MT varies between being as “an unreliable intervention” to a “fairly effective intervention” on the scores of FMA subtests.

Table 2 shows the results of BI and BRS scores for the participants. The results showed no change in BI during the intervention phase for both participants. BRS-Arm scores showed improvement in the second participant from 3 (out of 6) to 4. However, no improvement was noticed for the first participant in the BRS-Arm scores. BRS-Hand scores increased for the first participant from 5 (out of 6) to 6, but no improvement was noticed for the second participant in BRS-Hand scores.

4. Discussion

This study revealed that MT has positive effects on UL motor function. The proximal section of the UL showed higher improvement compared to the distal. This might be due to the sequence of motor recovery after stroke [17]. Such improvements in both sections of UL functions were congruent with the study undertaken by Lee et al. [18]. Additionally, both clients demonstrated noticeable improvement in coordination, which supports the results of Yun et al. [19]. In contrast, no change in wrist motor function was observed. Brunetti et al., in 2015 conducted a study to deter-

---

**Table 1.** PND Results for FMA subtests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Number</th>
<th>Upper Limb</th>
<th>Wrist</th>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>Coordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57 (Questionable effectiveness)</td>
<td>14 (Unreliable)</td>
<td>43 (Unreliable)</td>
<td>86 (Fairly effective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57 (Questionable effectiveness)</td>
<td>0 (Unreliable)</td>
<td>57 (Questionable effectiveness)</td>
<td>57 (Questionable effectiveness)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PND: Percentage of Non-overlapping Data; FMA: Fugel-Meyer Assessment

**Table 2.** Results of BI and BRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Measure</th>
<th>Participant 1</th>
<th>Participant 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>50.100</td>
<td>50.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRS-Arm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRS-Hand</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BI: Barthel Index; BRS: Brunnstrom Recovery Stages
mine the factors affecting the outcome of MT in sub-acute stroke patients with severe hemiparesis as responders and non-responders to MT.

This study concluded that the base level of voluntary movement is one main factor that affects potential motor recovery after MT [20]. As the participants in our study had very minimal voluntary movement in the wrist, we can interpret it as a potential reason for this result in their wrist motor function.

The results of this study demonstrated no functional improvement according to the Barthel Index. The intervention of this study was mainly used simple MT and this result is in-line with the previous studies within which their results showed that task-oriented MT was more beneficial in terms of self-care and motor recovery compared to simple MT [17, 21].

The results also showed a slight difference in BRS among the two participants. This might be due to the low sensitivity of the Brunnstrom scale as the participants had to achieve all the movements in the higher stage to move to that stage [12].

From the psychological aspect, both participants reported their satisfaction with MT as it gave them more sense of control in the affected UL, even though it was the reflection of the unaffected one. However, this is a report of the participants and further research to investigate the effects of MT on clients’ psychological aspects is recommended. Due to limited resources, this study was conducted with two participants limited its generalizability to the population of the study. Therefore, it is suggested to repeat this study with more participants.

5. Conclusion

MT is non-invasive technique that can be easily implemented in a clinic or as a part of a home program. This study was able to provide more evidence and support for the effectiveness of 20-minute sessions of MT on UL function in sub-acute stroke patients. However, further well-designed experimental studies with follow-up are recommended on larger populations and over longer periods.
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